Tessolar Commercial Mounting- Tesserack ™ Z
Installation Manual
Product Description

●

Tessolar Commercial Mounting hardware- Tesserack Z is a molded
composite plastic adjustable bracket system for attaching solar modules to
trapezoidal metal roof structures.

●

The Tesserack Z system is compatible with many commercially available
solar modules from various manufacturers. See Figure 1 and Table 1
below to confirm module compatibility prior to installation.

Module Compatibility

Figure 1: Module Side Section View

The Tesserack Z system mounts to the flange of the frame of the solar
module. Solar modules used with the Tesserack Z product must fall within the
dimension limit specified in Table 1 and meet the following general requirements:
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● Consult the UL 1703 evaluated modules, see Appendix A, to make
sure the designed/tested loading conditions will meet the system
requirements.
● Choose UL 1703 certified modules to use with our product, check
module loading capability before installation.
● See Figure 1 and Table 1 to check solar module frame dimension
compatibility.
● To achieve a System Fire Class B Rating, modules must be Type 1
and installed on roofs with a slope less than 2 in/ft.
Table 1: Tesserack Z Compatible Module Dimensions
Dimension

Minimum

Maximum

A

17mm (0.67in)

None

B

None

35mm (1.38in)

C

1.2mm (0.047in)

2mm (0.079in)

Note: For modules which exceed the dimensions listed in Tables 1, please contact
Tessolar Inc. for more information.

Roof Structure Compatibility
See Figure 2 and Table 2 to ensure the suitability of trapezoidal metal roof
structure dimensions. Note: please ensure that roof material thickness is sufficient
to hold loads expected in your application.

Figure 2: Example Trapezoidal Metal Roof Section View
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Table 2: Trapezoidal Metal Roof Dimensions
Dimension

Minimum

Maximum

D

20mm (0.79in)

None

System Component
1. Tesserack Z commercial mounting foot
See Figure 3 for specific part and assembly features. The Clip and Base

Figure 3: Components of Tesserack Z

2. Fasteners
The Tesserack Z is attached to the roof surface with either M6 or ¼ inch
fasteners through two standoff Mounting Points, one on each end of the Base
(Figure 3, No. 5). The specific fastener must be determined by the system
designer based on the roof design and local load requirements. The fastener must
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be long enough to engage the roof surface through the 17mm (0.67 inch) standoff
feature of the Base. The vertical load requirement for an individual fastener will be
the required vertical load on a single solar module divided by the number of
fasteners used on the module. It is required that the head of the fastener include
an elastomeric seal to prevent water incursion between the fastener and the top
surface of the Mounting Point. Please follow manufacturer’s guidelines for that
seal and fastener to ensure proper compression. An EPDM washer (Figure 3,
No. 6) at the base of the Mounting Point seals the interface of the Tesserack Z
and roof surface.
Possible fasteners include self-tapping screws, rivets, expanding anchors,
or toggle bolts. Depending on the selected product specifications, any of these
fasteners mayb or may not be single-use. Stainless steel or galvanized fasteners
are recommended to prevent fastener corrosion from affecting system structural
performance.
3. Grounding
Tesserack Z mounts are made of non-conductive material and do not
require grounding. However, the PV panels themselves still require
grounding in accordance with the National Electrical Code, ANSI/NFPA 70.
We recommend the installer follow the instructions for gounding provided by
the PV module manufacturer, such as a UL rated grounding lug installed to
module manufacturer’s specification.

Installation Process
1. Array Layout Requirements
Side and top views of system layout are shown in Figure 4 and Figure 5,
respectively. North/south orientation refers to up and down slope, east/west
orientation refers to cross slope. NOTE: If using solar modules other than
Tessolar UL 2703 certified compatible solar modules, please consult Tessolar for
more information.
● Always mount Tesserack Z mounting units on the longside of module
(landscape orientation).
● East-West spacing between adjacent modules refers to the module
manufacturer’s installation requirements.
● Module mounting can begin from either the lower or upper edge of
the roof. The installation process described here begins from the
upper edge of the roof as an example.
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● Use four Tesserack Z mounting units per module.
● Tesserack Z mounting range for each module for maximum
performance under wind and snow load is shown in Figure 6. The
mounting Base should be located between 200-450 mm (7.9-17.7 in),
as measured from the short-side edges of the modules to the
fasteners.

Figure 4: System Layout Longside View

Figure 5: System Layout Top View
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Figure 6: Module Mounting Range

2. Array layout Process
The array layout process and Mounting Point location selection are shown
in Figure 5. Step A (I-III) can be done during the system layout design.
A. Select the mounting trapezoid columns of metal roof
a. Determine appropriate solar module array location.
b. Select the trapezoid columns to use to make sure each Tesserack Z
mounting unit is within the mounting range for each module (see
Figure 5 and 6).
i. For example, starting at the left side of the array, determine the
column that falls under the left mounting area of the module.
ii. Determine the second mounting column for that module by
choosing the column that falls under the right mounting area.
NOTE: If more than one trapezoid column is available within
the mounting range, choose the column closest to the module
manufacturer’s recommended mounting position.
iii. The left mounting column for the next module can be
determined by allowing for E-W spacing between modules and
choosing the column that falls under the left mounting area for
that module.
iv. Repeat steps B and C to identify all mounting columns used to
mount the array.
c. Mark these mounting columns on the roof (see Figure 7).
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Figure 7: Mark the Mounting Columns

B. Mark the mounting positions for each Tesserack Z mounting unit
a. Determine the distance between the module’s longside frame flange
inner edges (see Figure 8, dimension S).

Figure 8. Module Section View

b. Mark a horizontal line as the fastener position for the 1st row of
Tesserack Z mounting units near the upper edge of roof according to
the system layout design (see Figure 9).
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c. Measure a distance of R= S+94 mm (3.7 in) and mark a line parallel
to the first alignment line with a tolerance of +/- 5 mm (0.2 in) as the
fastener position for the 2nd row of Tesserack Z mounting units.
d. To position a third row of mounting units, repeat step III with a
spacing of 2R from the first alignment line. NOTE: Each new row of
mounting units is measured relative to the first alignment line not the
line above the row being measured.
e. To add additional rows of mounting units, repeat step III with a
spacing of (x-1)*R from the first alignment line for x (more than 1)
rows of modules. The tolerance of each measurement is +/- 5 mm
(0.2 in).
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Figure 9: Mark Mounting Positions

f. Tesserack Z has 2 Mounting Points per Base for each mounting unit.
The horizontal lines determined in the previous steps represent the
horizontal (in this case upper) position of one of the two Mounting
Points on each Tesserack Z Base. The locations where horizontal
lines cross the marked trapezoid, mounting columns (see section
“Array Layout Process”, Step A. IV) represent the upper of the two
Mounting Points. The locations of the other Mounting Points on each
Base are automatically set by the Bases once they are positioned the
same way along the N-S direction.
3. Tesserack Z Installation
A. Slide the vertical Post of the Tesserack Z to one side of the Base,
allowing access to the Mounting Point on one end of the Base. See
Figure 8.
B. Tesserack Z mounting units will be oriented N-S along the trapezoidal
columns. Align the first Mounting Point on the Base with the position
mark.
C. Install the fastener with seal through the Mounting Points and into the
metal roof surface until the Base’s bottom surface contacts the roof
and the seal on the fastener is properly compressed. A powered
driver with a clutch is recommended.
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D. After fastening through the first Mounting Point, slide the vertical Post
of the Tesserack Z to expose the second Mounting Point (see Figure
10, Step D), and repeat Step C to attach the second mounting point
of the Base to the metal roof.

Figure 10: Tesserack Z Installation

E. Inspect the base of the Base to ensure that it sits tightly against the
roof surface.
F. Repeat steps A through E (see Figure 10) for all Mounting Points
described in Section 1: Array Layout, orienting the Tesserack Z
mounting units in the same N-S orientation (see Figure 9, (2)).
4. Module Installation
A. Lock the first row of Tesserack Z mounting units into position.
Position the vertical Posts of first row of mounting units (see Figure
11, Unit 1 and Unit 2 as an example) at the off center position of the
Base (see Figure 12) toward South and snap into locked position by
pressing down firmly (see Figure 13, Locked Snap). Visually confirm
that Post Wings on both sides are fully locked into the Base.
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Figure 11: Solar Module Installation

Figure 12: Tesserack Z Post Position of First Mounting Row
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Figure 13: Tesserack Z Base and Post Snap Fit Features

B. Install solar modules. Each solar module will have two top Tesserack
Z mounting units- Unit 1 and 2, and two bottom Tesserack Z
mounting units- Unit 3 and 4 (see Figure 11).
a. Engage the top long-side frame of solar module with the Clips
of Tesserack Z mounting Unit 1 and 2 by placing the top longside frame of solar module in the gaps between the Clips of
both Unit 1 and 2 (See Figure 14, Not Engaged Position).
b. Slowly pull the solar module south keeping the module parallel
or slightly tilted down relative to the roof surface until you
confirm the top module frame engages with the bottom Clips of
both mounting Unit 1 and 2. See Figure 11 and Figure 14,
Engaged Position.
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Figure 14: Solar Module Frame and Lower Clip Engagement

c. Engage the lower solar module frame with the Clips of
Tesserack Z mounting Unit 3 and 4.
i. Slide the unlocked vertical Posts (see Figure 13,
Unlocked Snap) of Unit 3 and 4, so that the lower longside frame of solar module rests in the gaps of the Clips
of both Units 3 and 4. See Figure 15, Not Engaged
Position.
ii. Grip both the vertical Post and Clips of Unit 3 and 4 and
slide along the Base until the Clip fully engaged (see
Figure 15, Engaged Position) on the south flange of
module frame.
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Figure 15: Solar Module Frame and Top Clip Engagement

d. Lock the Tesserack Z mounting Unit 3 and 4 in position by
pressing the vertical Posts of Units 3 and 4 into locked position
on the Base components (see Figure 13, Locked Snap). For
ease of installation, it is recommended to firmly grip the frame
by hand approximately 1 ft to either side of the Tesserack Z
unit and quickly press so that the vertical Post engages into the
Base.
C. Once the first solar module is clipped into its Tesserack units and all
positions are locked, the remainder of the solar module array
installation (See Figure 16) can be accomplished by either repeating
Step A and B for first row of solar modules, or repeating Step B for
the next row and column of the array.
D. As a complete row of modules is installed, a UL-rated grounding lug
(or other module manufacturer recommended grounding solution)
should be applied to the modules before they become inaccessible.
E. After installation is complete, periodic re-inspection of the system is
not required, although inspection for damage after extreme wind
events is recommended.
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Figure 16: Solar Module Array Installation Layout
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Appendix A – Load Table for Approved Modules
The Tesserack Z have been tested and certified to UL 2703 with the following modules.

Module
Manufacturer

Q Cells

Model Type

Downward Upward
Pressure Pressure
Design
Design
Load
Load
(psf/Pa)
(psf/Pa)

Downslope
Design
Load
(psf/Pa)

Q.Plus BFR-G4.1 XXX, and /TAA,
/MAX models

50.1/2400

25.1/1200

5.0/240

Q.Pro BFR-G4 XXX

50.1/2400

25.1/1200

5.0/240

Q.Pro BFR-G4.1 XXX

50.1/2400

25.1/1200

5.0/240

Q.Pro BFR-G4.3 XXX

50.1/2400

25.1/1200

5.0/240

Q.Peak-G4.1 XXX, and BLK, /TAA,
/MAX models

50.1/2400

25.1/1200

5.0/240

Q.Pro G4 XXX

50.1/2400

25.1/1200

5.0/240

Q.Plus G4 XXX

50.1/2400

25.1/1200

5.0/240

B.Line Plus BFR G4.1 XXX

50.1/2400

25.1/1200

5.0/240

B.Line Pro BFR G4.1 XXX

50.1/2400

25.1/1200

5.0/240

Q.Pro EC-G4.4 XXX

50.1/2400

25.1/1200

5.0/240

One mount is designed to provide support for up to two modules. System size and
total number of panels is limited only by the available area. Modules may only be
installed in landscape configuration.
This racking system may be used to ground and/or mount a PV module complying
with UL 1703 only when the specific module has been evaluated for grounding
and/or mounting in compliance with the included instructions.
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Appendix B – UL 2703 Test Mark and Fire Rating
Date and brand markings are molded into the hardware in several locations,
including on the base of the Base and on the side of the Post (see Figure 3,
components number 5 and 3 respectively). The following markings are included
on a sticker affixed to the side of the N-S Rail and visible after system installation.

The UL 2703 SolarPTL Test Mark is displayed below.
System Fire Class Rating: See Installation Instructions for Installation
Requirements to Achieve a Specified System Fire Class Rating with this Product.
The Tesserack Z system has a Class B System Fire rating when installed with
Type 1 panels on a slope less than 2 in/ft.
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